COUNTY OF SOLANO

ELIGIBILITY BENEFITS SPECIALIST I & II

DEFINITION:

Eligibility Benefits Specialist I (Entry): Under close supervision, receives training and on-the-job experience to learn to apply regulations and procedures to determine eligibility for multiple public assistance programs in accordance with established procedures, and performs related duties as required.

Eligibility Benefits Specialist II: Under supervision, applies regulations and procedures to determine eligibility for multiple public assistance programs in accordance with established procedures, and performs related duties as required.

DISTINGUISHING CHARACTERISTICS:

These classes are distinguished from Employment Resources Specialist I/II classes in the scope of assigned duties and responsibilities. The Eligibility Benefits Specialist I/II classes performs duties in primarily involving eligibility-only functions while the Employment Resources Specialist I/II classes performs duties in both eligibility and employment services functions. The Eligibility Benefits Specialist I/II classes are distinguished from the Eligibility Benefits Specialist III class in that the latter class functions as a unit leadworker and/or in a specialized eligibility assignment.

Eligibility Benefits Specialist I (Entry): This is the entry level of this series. Incumbents attend training sessions and work under close supervision to learn regulations, work procedures, forms and public assistance program requirements. After the initial orientation and training period, employees are placed in a unit where on-the-job training experience is gained to attain and demonstrate the level of competency in assigned duties necessary for promotion to the full working level of Eligibility Benefits Specialist II. An incumbent must demonstrate the necessary knowledge, skill and ability to promote to the Eligibility Benefits Specialist II within eighteen (18) months of appointment. The Eligibility Benefits Specialist I class is distinguished from the Eligibility Benefits Specialist II by the need for immediate supervision and assignment of a limited, less complex set of job duties.

Eligibility Benefits Specialist II: This is the full journey working level in the series. Incumbents are expected to independently perform the full range of multi public assistance benefit eligibility determination duties while managing related case records independently and under general supervision.

EXAMPLES OF DUTIES:

1. Interviews clients to assist them in the completion of application and declamation forms upon which eligibility decisions are based; elicits information from clients on parental status, income, property (real and personal), financial obligations, medical condition, and other resources.
2. Interprets and explains regulations, rules, and policies to clients; apprises clients of their rights, responsibilities and eligibility for program participation.
3. Reviews application documents for completeness and consistency; requests clients provide additional information and documents to resolve discrepancies in applications; initiates requests for information related to eligibility determinations from outside sources such as banks,
insurance companies, other public agencies and county departments; evaluates all information obtained against complex, multiple aid program regulations to assess initial eligibility for public assistance.

4. Establishes client household budget based on type of assistance; computes amount of grant authorized and performs other required calculations based on established procedures.

5. Handles crisis situations by authorizing benefits within specific guidelines or makes appropriate referrals to other staff and community resources for immediate services and assistance.

6. Assists client with need for other services and refers client to other community resources for other assistance.

7. Identifies and refers clients in need of other social behavioral, employment, mental health, substance abuse, or other services to other department staff or community resources.

8. Analyzes changes in financial, employment, family, and personal information to determine and authorize continuing eligibility for multiple aid programs.

9. Inputs necessary information into automated systems; organizes caseload and takes required action with specific time limits established by regulation and local policy.

10. Maintains case record files, modifies employment plan and eligibility files as necessary, and monitors client compliance with program standards and agreements.

11. Consults with and coordinates case management with other staff and service providers.

12. Identifies suspected fraud and makes referrals to investigation.

13. Identifies need for and arranges for client work registration and other basic employment activities required as a condition for receipt of public assistance benefits.

JOB RELATED AND ESSENTIAL QUALIFICATIONS

*Eligibility Benefits Specialist I (Entry)*

**Knowledge of:** Techniques for interviewing and gathering information from a varied population; mathematics sufficient to interpret client income and expense information to calculate benefits within program requirements; standard office practices and procedures, including operation of standard and automated office equipment; record keeping principles and practices; techniques for dealing with a variety of individuals from various socio-economic, ethnic and cultural backgrounds; and basic computer applications related to the work.

**Ability to:** Interpret narrative information from tables and forms; perform calculations and computations; communicate effectively in oral and written form; communicate effectively and professionally with people of diverse socio-economic backgrounds and cultures; communicate with hostile and emotionally upset clients.

*Eligibility Benefits Specialist II*

**Knowledge of:** All of the above, and basic eligibility requirements for public assistance programs administered by the agency; specific computer coding, input and interpretation of data related to eligibility programs.

**Ability to:** All of the above, and read and understand complex social services regulations and procedures; apply and explain complex regulations and procedures; route clients to other needed services; the social services programs and community resource provided by the County; communicate clear and accurate information regarding clients to other staff; interpret and explain complex rules,
regulations, procedures and technical information; establish, maintain, research, and verify client information and computer produced client data and files; interview and obtain accurate information from a diverse client population; interpret financial information and make accurate arithmetic calculations; prepare clear and accurate notes, reports, correspondence and other written materials; use automated technology to maintain records and files; resolve client problems within procedural guidelines; deal with a variety of individuals from various socio-economic, ethnic and cultural backgrounds, often under adverse and high stress situations.

EDUCATION AND EXPERIENCE:

Eligibility Benefits Specialist I (Entry):

Graduation from High School or General Education Diploma (GED) or a high school proficiency certificate.

AND

1. One (1) year of full-time experience in public contact work which has included interviewing the public and/or clients and explaining rules and regulations. (Typical experience may be gained by processing claims for financial assistance, loans, unemployment insurance, veterans benefits, health benefits, or other benefits where knowledge of a variety of rules and regulations are required.)

OR

2. Two (2) years of full-time clerical experience, which included substantial public contact for the purposes of gathering, explaining or clarifying information.

OR

3. Completion of 60 semester or 90 quarter units from an accredited college or university preferably in general education, business, finance, social science, or closely related field may be substituted for the required experience.

Eligibility Benefits Specialist II:

Six (6) months of experience performing duties equivalent to an Eligibility Benefits Specialist I (Eligibility Worker I) in a California County Department of Social Services. The experience must have been within the last two (2) years.

SPECIAL REQUIREMENTS

Drivers License: Possession of a valid California Class C Drivers License may be required at the time of appointment. Loss of the Class C Drivers License is a cause for discipline. Individuals who do not meet this requirement due to a physical disability will be considered for accommodation on a case-by-case basis.

Language Proficiency: Some positions allocated to these classes may require bilingual skills.
Assignment Requirements: Some positions in these classes may require work in an out-station location or in a setting with other professionals integrated as a team.

SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION

Travel: Independent travel may be required.

Child Abuse Reporting: Selectees for employment must as a condition of employment sign a statement agreeing to comply with Section 11166 of the California Penal Code relating to child abuse reporting.

ADA COMPLIANCE

Typical Physical Requirements: Sit for extended periods; frequently stand and walk; sufficient manual dexterity to perform repetitive motion in various duties such as: key boarding, writing, filing, reaching and grasping above shoulder level; normal eye-hand coordination; body strength sufficient to lift and carry case files; corrected vision to normal range to read fine print and computer screen; corrected hearing to speak and hear sufficiently to communicate clearly over the telephone and in person; ability to use of office equipment including telephones, calculators, copiers, facsimile, computers, and other related peripheral equipment such as printers and scanners.

Typical Working Conditions: Work is performed in an office environment and includes continuous contact with staff and the public; may be required to enter private homes to make family home visits for purpose of investigation; work may involve stressful situations and includes dealing with erratic and sometimes threatening behavior; may travel to community areas that are potentially dangerous.
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